Researchers risk losing their supplementary pension when moving between different countries and changing jobs. As a consequence, many talented researchers lack adequate pension coverage.

To tackle this problem, the European Commission created and supports RESAVER.

RESAVER is a dynamic, state-of-the-art, pan-European pension solution that aims at enhancing the mobility of researchers. It enables employees to remain affiliated to the same supplementary pension fund when moving between different countries and changing jobs. At the same time, RESAVER helps research organisations attracting and retaining the best researchers while benefitting from an efficient management of pension plans and lower overhead cost.

RESAVER is open to all public and private organisations engaged in research activities and all staff can join!

RESAVER takes care of researchers' pension and makes mobility easier!
To find out why you should join RESAVER visit [www.resaver.eu](http://www.resaver.eu) or contact [RTD-PENSION-FUND@ec.europa.eu](mailto:RTD-PENSION-FUND@ec.europa.eu) for more information.
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